The use of increasingly sophisticated means to simulate and observe natural phenomena has led to the production of larger and more complex data. As the size and complexity of this data increases, the task of data analysis becomes more challenging. Determining complex relationships among variables requires new algorithm development. Addressing the challenge of handling large data necessitates that algorithm implementations target high performance computing platforms. In this work we present a technique that allows a user to study the interactions among multiple variables in the same spatial extents as the underlying data. The technique is implemented in an existing parallel analysis and visualization framework in order that it be applicable to the largest datasets. The foundation of our approach is to classify data points via inclusion in, or distance to, multivariate representations of relationships among a subset of the variables of a dataset. We abstract the space in which inclusion is calculated and through various space transformations we alleviate the necessity to consider variables' scales and distributions when making comparisons. We apply this approach to the problem of highlighting variations in climate model ensembles.
Introduction
Analysis of scientific data often involves the study of relationships among multiple variables. One approach to multivariate analysis is to form a hypothesis about a relationship, define it mathematically, and measure the distance of the data from that mathematical model. In this context, a "relationship" is any provable association, combination, or co-occurrence pattern between variable values. In relational databases, such an interaction is formally identifiable as a set where collections of predicates are true. The onerous task of building hypothetical, predictive systems of co-occurrence patterns is iterative by nature; refinement comes through stages of discovery and verification. To this end, we have developed an interactive tool for accelerating multiple steps of this process that is applicable to very large scientific datasets.
We propose a flexible technique in Section 3 to classify data into attribute-based sets according to user-defined models, or representations of a relationships among some n variables as a set of points in that n-dimensional variable space (not to be confused with a computational model, which we refer to as a simulation). The crux of our technique comes from a recognition that major differentiating factors among statistical methods for analyzing multivariate data are space transformations and distance metrics. The flexibility then arises from the fact that in our system several such transformations and metrics are implemented, and in any one pass of classification they may be customized and switched among on demand. In practice, we find the ability to switch among several transformations to be impactful when attempting to understand a complex specification.
In a single pass, each spatial location is classified by one of the user-defined models. This classification is accomplished by selecting the model that minimizes a distance function at a location. We will show how this execution model alone is quite useful for feature extraction, validation and analysis. Through changes in space and distance we are able to maximize exploratory power, to properly handle special cases, and to lower dependence on significant a priori knowledge about the data. However, a method must leverage available domain knowledge to realize full potential as a discovery and validation tool and we accomplish this with our two pass approach.
This technique has been integrated into a scalable analysis and visualization tool, VisIt [34] . The VisIt framework is an implementation of an analysis pipeline in which data passes through several filters that transform and combine data in different ways. Imbedding the new technique in this framework allows users to utilize other components to handle tasks such as thresholding missing data. Our implementation leverages VisIt's efficient parallel processing methods and is therefore applicable to very large data.
As a defining example of our intended use case: climate scientists are interested in studying the CO 2 exchange between hemispheres. Recent analysis in this domain was accomplished by tracking flow across hemispheres and looking for anomalies. In our approach, the first pass (region specification) classifies the data into two regions that correspond to the northern and southern hemispheres. In the model specification pass, models are specified to classify only within specific regions. For instance, how near is CO 2 in the Northern hemisphere to the average value. This is a simplified example of our general use case: domain knowledge is wrapped into regions, and verification/discovery classifications via models take place within these regions.
However, classifications and statistics may take place within any combination of regions allowing for the direct study of interactions among regions. We will outline a use case and replicate a previous result as a validation of our approach (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2 we follow with an ensemble study of this climate data. Pinpointing areas for simulation refinement through contrasting ensembles is a necessary and important concentration for many domain scientists. We will demonstrate the utility of our approach by building analyses that are increasingly complicated to reproduce with existing tools that also increasingly highlight ensemble variability. Furthermore, our calculated regions can be correlated with naturally occurring regions, e.g. ecoregions. In this case, doing so provides an intuitive context to aid in tuning a simulation.
Background

Target Application
The coupling of modeling and simulation is indispensable in the scientific process of future climate projection, but offers significant challenges [1, 2] . For instance, the creation of an efficient and precise simulation is a project spanning multiple domains; the single task of verifying a completed code is daunting. Typically, ensemble runs are used in the necessary analysis it takes to evaluate, refine, verify, or even use a simulation. The utility of ensembles is immediate in that a simple average across ensembles tends to show improvements in precision [3] . There are also efforts focused on comparing and contrasting models both among each other and to observed events [4, 5] . Analysis of model variability yields more precise projections [6, 7] or probabilistic expected outcomes through uncertainty quantification [8, 9] . We believe a tool capable of pinpointing differences among models would be a useful addition to any of these analysis schemes.
Multivariate Visualization
Information Visualization: as surveyed by Wong and Bergeron [10] , many successful techniques for multivariate information visualization start by informative overviewing and enable subsequent visual drill-down. Some of the more prominent approaches include parallel coordinates [11] , creative design and use of shape, color and textures [12] , dimension stacking [13] , and hierarchical axes [14] . Recent work is directed toward innovative layouts of visual data abstractions, summarizing data based derived features, as well as data fusion [10, 15] . However, for domain users the most useful multivariate relationship visualization is often still the scatterplot. Improvements to these include brushing and linking [16, 17] . Scatterplots were applied to simulation data and extended to complex feature specification by Doleisch et al. [18] . Combining parallel-coordinate plots with scatterplots is also possible [19] . Scientific Visualization: as originally set up by Drebin et al. [20] , multi-field volume visualization is used to display volumes classisfied to several different materials. In our case, we classify to several different models. The pivotal component is the transfer function. Scout [21] is likely the most versatile system with a programming language interface. Kniss et al. [22] proposed an approach where users can specify Gaussian functions for multifield volume visualization. Finding the consistent existence of relationships is very beneficial, as exemplified by gradient based [23] , curvature based [24] , and importance-based [25] methods. There is also a recent trend to achieve interactive runtime data reduction by doing compound queries [26] . In a way, this is actually about relationships, just one at a time. Our approach provides sophisticated treatment of the problem space to enable many specified features.
Feature Extraction: in this work we propose a generalization of space and distance that can be generally applied to feature extraction. In [27] Maciejewski et al. used kernel density estimation to discover and cluster models in histogram space for the purpose of classifying features. Their approach can directly leverage all the generalization available under our framework and adopt the use of new spaces, transformations such as copula and new distance metrics for clustering. One can also use mathematical metrics based on information theory [28] , wavelets [29] , bio-diversity inspired data diversity metrics [30] and even morse smale topology [31] to characterize data importance and hence group features by similar importance.
Clustering
The classification step of our approach is similar to that in model-based clustering [32, 33] , which is sometimes known as expectation-maximization (EM) clustering. The EM algorithm alternates between the E-step (conditional expectation) and the M-step (likelihood maximization). In the E step, cluster memberships are computed based on fixed models and then assigned to the model where they have the highest probability. In the M step, model parameters that maximize the expected likelihood given the cluster memberships are computed. There is no iterative optimization in our approach in that we focus on verifying the existence of relationships, i.e. a specified model may not be a good fit anywhere. Also, we represent models as sets of points in V space (variable space); in model-based clustering models are typically multivariate Gaussian.
The ModelFit System
In this section, we will first outline the foundation of our method (ModelFit), discuss and demonstrate its use, and provide examples of simple models from the IEEE Visualization 2004 contest dataset: the 500 × 500 × 100 hurricane Isabel simulation. We specify models from the following variables: pressure (P), temperature (TC), and precipitation (PRECIP) and use timesteps 24 and 25. It should be noted that parallelism in VisIt is based on the spatial, and not temporal, decomposition of data; the assumption is that analysis is of a single time step. While there is a mechanism to bring in variables from other time steps, we avoid this overhead by merging both used time steps into one. From VisIt's perspective this simply doubles the number of variables we are analyzing.
Models, Formally
Let R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R k be a set of k models, each model being a set of points in V. We begin with the simplest case: each model is only one point (V represents a single variable, and the value at a location is a single scalar value). Let this one point be r j for model R j . A location x is classified to model i if |v x − r i | is minimized, that is, it is classified to the closest model. Next, if models contain more than one point, we need to introduce a link function L that reduces a model to one point that can be used in the distance calculation. Given an attribute vector v ∈ V and a model R, the link function L(v x , R) returns the point r ∈ R that is closest to v x . Generalizing to multipoint models by single linkage, a location x is classified to model i if v x − L 1 (v x , R i ) 2 is minimized, that is, it is classified to the most closely linked model.
We finish by adding transformations of the V attribute space. Let f be a function (possibly nonlinear) that
The application of f to a set of points comprising a model is simply pointwise. By adding an attribute space transformation we have a final classification: a location 2 is minimized. The point is classified to the model that is most closely linked in the transformed attribute space. This expression shows that attribute space transformations are applied first, then model linkage is considered, and finally a distance metric is applied.
Using ModelFit
Our system is implemented as a data-parallel operator called ModelFit in VisIt, with an early version available as of release 2.5. VisIt supports a number of visualization algorithms including pseudocolor and contour plots as well as volume renderings. Before visualization, operators may be applied to filter data or derive values. In VisIt, one can apply any of several operators to a data visualization. For example, application of the slice operator to a pseudocolor plot confines the pseudocolor visualization to the slice plane defined in the slice operator. VisIt presents the user with an interface for each operator that is used to specify the parameters of the operation, such as position or orientation for the slice plane for example. The ModelFit operator presents the user with an interface for the specification of models. This is accomplished by adding variables to define the variable space, V. Then, the points representing some relationship are added to the model. One might wish to specify a model that displays where temperature and pressure are both near max or min values. The "and" in this example takes the model from one-to two-dimensional. The "or" makes this a two point model. The strength of the system comes from the fact that a user is expected to specify several such models. The result is then a summary of all models in that at any spatial location of the data, best fitting model classifies that point.
So far, the description for specifying a model is identical for specifying a region. The difference between models and regions is that for regions, classification and statistics calculations are always over all data. Although this may hold true for a particular model, models may be configured to classify only a subset of data. This subset for a model is defined as a union of regions. The approach takes place in two passes, all data is classified into regions, and then separate classifications are performed inside regions. We envision regions as areas corresponding to known features, i.e. places to impart domain knowledge. Furthermore, regions for statistics calculations need not match those for classification. For example, a model may classify a point in Region A based on its distance from the average of Region B. Our operator creates three accessible variables that may be used directly for plotting in VisIt or as input to other operators, the index of the classifying region, the index of the model, and the actual distance between the nearest model which is normalized to the range of [0, 1] . Figure 1(a) is the result of classifying the data with a one point, two-dimensional model to extract the eye of a hurricane. The core of a hurricane contains both extremely low pressure as well as little precipitation relative to the rest of the storm; hence our specification is of minimum values for both variables. In the case that only a single model is specified, it will vacuously be the best fit at every location of the data. This image is therefore a volume rendering of the distance variable, where the best fits of the model have been selected with VisIt's transfer function widget. 
Spaces
Potentially, each attribute has a different physical meaning and different units. In some cases, domain experts may prefer to specify models, such as known relationships or thresholds, in the original attribute units. In this case no transformation is needed. However, users are often interested in models that relate two main types of events: typical events and extreme events. To facilitate specifying such models, we provide methods to transform the attribute data values to a canonical form where such navigation is easier without strong domain knowledge. In this section, we detail transformations implemented in ModelFit.
Commodity Transformations
To produce a unit hypercube from the variable space, we use the following linear transformation:
Such a transformation allows makes it possible to navigate a variable space composed of variables with different scales. Figure 2 is an example with the climate dataset described in Section 4. In this example we have created a simple two variable model where the variables have different scales: CO 2 and latitude. Figure 2(a) shows that the latitude variable dominates the model's distance calculation. With the "0-1" space transformation applied (Figure 2(b) ), each variable now has the same scale, and each contributes to the final distance calculation. We have also implemented a simple transform of taking the log of the data.
Copula (Probability) Space
Intuitive linear transformations do not provide a direct way to distinguish anomaly data from the rest of the dataset and hence may obscure true multivariate patterns of data. In this important use case, we consider probability space transformation -a nonlinear transformation that changes each attribute's units to probability within its empirical distribution function. This transformation was originally described by [35] as a canonical way to describe dependence. In fact, if the attributes were fully independent, they would now jointly have a multivariate uniform distribution. This is compelling for visualization because it makes a more uniform transfer function and, for our models, provides a way to access multivariate relationships in attribute extremes. Figure 1(d) shows the distribution of the distance variable after classifying data by the same model in variable space (black) and probability space (gray). This illustrates how probability space is useful for analysis: values are more evenly spread throughout space facilitating selections of extreme events. More formally, if we consider the attributes to have a distribution function H(v) over the attribute space V, the copula C is defined by
where H i (v i ) is the ith marginal distribution of H [36] . A simple empirical estimate of a distribution function for an attribute v i from the ith column of V, (v i1 , v i2 , . . . , v im ), iŝ
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. This corresponds to simply dividing the sorted rank by the total number of values. Other estimators are possible [36] but we have found that values from simulation models do not contain prohibitive noise, and large data sizes work well with simple nonparametric estimators such as this one. The transformed attributes take values on the unit hypercube as they represent probability.
A Probability Space Example
As stated, a hurricane has very low pressure at its eye. Also, hurricanes require the water below their formations to be of a sufficiently high temperature, and as a hurricane passes over an area this temperature is reduced. Each of these phenomena are related to the way in which a hurricane moves across time. In an attempt to capture this movement, we have specified the following four variable model (or two variable, two time step model): at time step 24 pressure is near its minimum and temperature is near its maximum, and at time step 25 pressure is still near its minimum while temperature is now near its minimum. This model best fits a voxel where temperature switches from one extreme to another, and is therefore very unlikely to be a good fit anywhere in the data. Figures 1(b) and (c) are the resulting images after classification by this model in both variable and probability space. Indeed, the model is exclusively a poor fitting one, but Figure 1(b) shows the areas in which the distance is relatively small. Interestingly, after transformation into probability space (Figure 1(c) ), the distances are spread out such that a selection of less of the range, which can be seen by comparing transfer functions, results in not only an overall larger representation of the data, but one that indicates movement of/within the storm. Furthermore, the eye is especially highlighted.
Input vs. Classification Space
In our previous examples, mentions of transformations refer exclusively to those that change the space in which distances are calculated. However, we can also transform the input points of the model. For example, a value of "0" with the input space changed to the unit hypercube transformation refers to the minimum value for a variable. This is especially useful for analyses using a single model. Also, when a range around an extreme is desired, it is easy to specify in that we allow direct input of a range of values, rather than just a point. In addition, without any knowledge of the data, probability space input brings forth interesting use cases in that quartiles, or the like, may be requested in a specification.
Results
In this section we validate and demonstrate the utility of ModelFit on the NASA Goddard GEOS-5 general climate simulation. The spatial resolution of this data is 1 0 × 1.25 0 with 72 vertical levels. There are 5,840 time steps over two years (2000 and 2001) ; we use the January average for 2001 in Section 4.1 and the yearly average of 2000 in Section 4.2. We deal with five CO 2 variables: CO 2 biofuel burning emissions, total CO 2 from the CASAh simulation, total CO 2 from the CASAm simulation, CO 2 fossil fuel emissions, and CO 2 ocean emissions.
Validation
Kendall et al. [37] used a domain traversal particle advection approach to find areas of inter-hemisphere exchange of CO 2 in the GEOS-5 data. The resulting area of exchange is shown in Figure 3(a) . Finding such an exchange between hemispheres was our inspiration in creating the Regions pass of ModelFit. When models are specified to classify different subsets of data in probability space, each subset is very likely to have different a probability distribution. Therefore visualizations will tend to show discontinuity across region boundaries. In Figures 3(b) and 3(c) , the models have been specified in just this way -there are two models, the first classifies region 1 (the Southern hemisphere) and the second classifies region 2 (the Northern hemisphere). The point for each model is the median of the region it is not classifying (medians are specified as 0.5 when input in probability space). The idea is that by attempting to model similarities between regions, we are representing a more general interaction between them, a superset of direct exchange. For the following results, since only one model is classifying each half of the data, we are viewing ModelFit's distance variable. As mentioned, this variable is in the range [0, 1]; the colormap is a typical hot/cold map with red mapped to value "0" (best fits) and blue to "1" (worst fits). We hypothesize that when comparing neighboring regions, areas where a transition between them is smooth represents a relationship across the boundary. In Figure 3(b) , however, there appear to be no such regions. When viewed from the side (Figure 3(c) ), it becomes clear that there is a smooth transition across the boundary through the vertical center of the data. Figure 4 is the result of thresholding all locations but the five percent with smallest distances (the color scale has been adjusted to span this new range). Upon close inspection, there is only one small location in which a value spans the boundary. In Figure 4 (b) we have circled this region and have added an overlay of Africa and South America for reference. Interestingly, this region corresponds exactly to that in Figure 3 (a). The exchange across boundaries is an excellent use case for this approach and illustrates the power of regions in an analysis setting; formulations of what corresponds to interesting areas outside of those across borders are still needed.
Utility
In this section we highlight differences among ensemble runs of the GEOS-5 climate data. To begin, we stitch all eight ensembles together into a single dataset (two rows of four ensembles). The typical use for ModelFit would be to treat variables from different ensembles uniquely and view a summary of ensembles in one setting. However, with eight ensembles, this arrangement allows for easy comparison and provides a natural and intuitive example use of regions. Also, each ensemble is averaged annually to facilitate detection of inner-annual variabilities. We will create four increasingly complex sets of models and regions to illustrate the different ways in which our approach may be leveraged for analysis. In all of the following results, the volume rendering transfer function widget is used to select only five percent of total distance values that correspond to best/worst fits.
It is typical when differentiating ensembles to compare extreme values. Figure 5 is a simple use of our system meant to represent a typical approach for exposing extreme values. In this image, there is a single, one variable and one point model in which the point's target value is the ocean's CO 2 emission average over all data, which 5 . Illustration of difficulties in highlighting differences among ensembles. We are highlighting extreme points, i.e. those farthest from the average CO 2 emissions. The rendering is of ModelFit's distance, [.95, 1] in this case is all ensembles. Even when targeting extreme values, nearly all data is near the average; we have set the color and opacity variable as ModelFit's distance with the range representing the worst fitting locations as the farthest from the average are the extremes. There are noticeable differences among ensembles. However, the general similarity signifies the difficulty in finding such differences.
In Figure 6 , we show how probability space can be used to further highlight ensemble differences. In the first row of Figure 6 we still only use a single, one variable model and the variable is still the ocean's CO 2 emissions. This time, we have a two point model and specify extremes directly, one point is the minimum value and the other is the maximum. Since we specify extremes directly, we are now focusing on only the smallest distances. There are now many visible differences among all ensembles. Although many areas are highlighted, there are still no easily recognizable features (such specific geographic areas). Therefore, for the second row of Figure 6 we have now specified five, single variable and two point models. While the threshold is identical to the previous result, the color variable is now ModelFit's model, with the five colors corresponding to the five specified models. The five models and variables are as follows: CO 2 biofuel burning emissions (gray), total CO 2 from the CASAh simulation (light orange), total CO 2 from the CASAm simulation (dark orange), CO 2 fossil fuel emissions (brown), and CO 2 ocean emissions (blue). In this image, there are still areas of ensemble differentiation, but there are also clear geographic features, i.e., there is a better context.
Finally, in the last row of Figure 6 we display a complicated series of models and regions for differentiating the ensemble runs telegraphing ModelFit's future uses. For this image, we use three of the CO 2 variables: biofuel burning (BB), fossil fuel (FF), and ocean emissions (OCN). We have created six regions: BB and FF are both near minimum values, BB and OCN are both near minimum values, FF and OCN are both near minimum values, and a similar three regions for maximum values. We then specify two single point models per region that target average values within the region, but of variables separate from those used to create the region: CASAm and CASAh. In addition, each of the 12 models classifies the entire dataset. So, for region 1 (BB and FF are both near minimum), we have model 1 and model 2. For model 1, we target the average value of CASAh and for model 2 we target the average value for the CASAm. As mentioned, each model is in contention to classify the entire dataset, but the "average" that is targeted is the average value of the variable only within a specific region. The 12 models alternate starting with CASAh (gray). With this being a direct comparison of two simulations, any contiguous regions (notably the blue and orange) correspond to target areas for the analysis of simulation precision.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a two pass classification approach for facilitated and direct analysis of features that are otherwise difficult to express. There are several avenues we intend to explore after a user base is comfortable with this tool; each adds a level of complexity and generality to the approach. First, we exclusively use single linkage to calculate distances from points to models. Determining whether our approach could benefit from higher linkage, or whether linkage should be abstracted in the same way as space and distance could prove to be useful.
Similarly, there are many other possibilities for distance metrics. We believe it would be interesting to calculate metrics among regions, in addition to points. One such metric would be the Hellinger distance which quantifies Fig. 6 . ModelFit used to highlight ensemble differences. Row 1: similar to Figure 5 , but classification is in probability space. Rendering is still of ModelFit's distance, but now in the range [0, 0.05] (extremes are specified directly, so we want best fits). Row 2: rendering of ModelFit's model variable. Extremes are specified for each of the five CO 2 variables in five separate models, hence the five color colormap. Row 3: Six regions are specified as extreme values for sets of two variables (from a total of three). There are 12 models (12 color colormap), each classifying the full dataset, but based on statistics limited to a single region. differences in probability distributions. We are also interested in implementing the Mahalanobis distance. This is a generalization of Euclidean distance that brings in a local covariance matrix for each model. This would be useful when each model is a multivariate normal distribution with a different covariance matrix. It is a multivariate extension of measuring distances in local standard deviations instead of global units. In addition, we would like to implement more transformations, including those not assuming equal weights or independence among variables.
Finally, this work was developed to summarize complex interactions as single variables. However, to accomplish this there are certainly cases of (possibly substantial) information hiding. We would like to explore the possibilities of analyzing all data from the classification process, e.g. by creating a vector as output rather than a scalar.
